INTRODUCTION
Technology will make it possible to build computers with a large number of cooperating processors in the near future. However, building such computers will only be worthwhile if the increased Computing power can be used to reduce considerably the exécution time of sufficiently many basic computational problems. In particular, one would like to have datastructures, where k processors can solve many problems about k times faster than a single processor. One such datastructure are 2-3-trees as will be demonstrated hère.
Protocols that avoid read ör write conflicts, if several processors are working simultaneously on the same balanced tree, have been studied previously [2, 3] , but apparently no attempt was made to design fast algorithms and to analyse their running time.
In the sequel, we say very little about how to avoid read or write conflicts. In the situations where they are possible, there are easy ways to avoid them. We will, however, have to say some words about storage allocation. The depth of a node in T is its distance from the root, the height of v is its distance from the leaves. We assume the reader to be familiar with the usual search, insertion and deletion routines as described say in [1] .
2-3 TREES
A
SEARCH
A chain is a subsequence a fi a f+u ..., a t of the input séquence a u ..., a k . Such a chain corresponds in a natural way to a chain of processors P/, Pf+u -• -5 Pi-The search algorithm starts with the chain a u ..., a k at the root of the 2-3-tree T. This chain is subsequently split into many subchains which are wandering down the tree. Among the processors of a chain ctf, . .., ai only the first one, i. e., P f , is active. P f knows / and of course ƒ If at some time the chain is split into a f , ...,a m -i and a m , ...,«/, then processor Pf will inform processor P m and transmit the value / to P m .
The search algorithm proceeds in stages. During each stage s, the active processor of each chain C will access the data in some node v of the 2-3-tree T. We say that C is in node v at stage 5. The chain a u • * *, fl* is in the root at stage 1. During each stage, each active processor processes its chain once. We describe how this is done.
Suppose a chain C = a f , ..., a t is in node v at stage s, the node v has two or three sons and the labels L(v) and possibly M(v) are stored in v. We say that G hits a label X, if a f^X <a h 
INSERTIONS
If ai, ..., a k are to be inserted into T, we first run the search algorithm. This results in splitting the input into chains C f = a fi ..., a x that arrive in leaves say b f for certain f e { 1, ..., k), First, we describe a simple algorithm vol. 17, n°4, 1983 for the special case where all chains consist of single éléments and no chain is to the left of the smallest leaf in T. This algorithm works in stages. In stage 1 for all i processor P t makes a t a son of a father of bi and then stands by on a t . Now the algorithm works such that for all 5 after stage s the following holds:
All leaves in the tree have the same depth, all interior nodes of height ^s have two or three sons.
With the help of the processors that are standing by on nodes of height 5 -1 and modifying the standard insertion procedure for 2-3-trees in an obvious way, it is easy to organize stage s such that it works in O(l) steps and that only nodes of height s-1, s and s+1 are accessed. Care has to be taken in order to avoid several processors accessing the same node simultaneously and how to choose among the processors that are standing by those that do the work (the others become inactive). This is easy. Also, in each stage, several new nodes of the tree may be created simultaneously. We will say later how to do this without occupying too much storage space. If ai is smaller than the smallest leaf in T, we insert it first and then proceed as above.
The problem of inserting a long chain a f , ..., a t at a leaf b f is reduced to the problem of inserting shorter chains by first inserting the middle element amOH = [(/-i-O/2]) at leaf b f and then inserting a f , ...>a m -i at a m and a m , ..., ai at b f . This is done for all chains in parallel and the middle éléments are inserted by the simple algorithm described above. After the chains have been split log k times, they are reduced to length one. Thus, running the simple algorithm log k times would do the job in O (log n log k) steps. For ï^log k, let Ti be the tree obtained by running the simple algorithm i times. Now for all i running the simple algorithm the i'th time results in a wave of processors running up T i^1 at a speed of one level per stage, and below this wave, the tree already looks like 7V Thus, before starting the (1 +1) -st run of the simple algorithm and with it the (i+1) -st wave of processors, one has not to wait until the fth wave has reached the root, but only long enough to ensure that the two waves will not overlap. Three stages will certainly suffice.
DELETTONS
Like in the case of insertions, we will parallelize and pipeline a suitable sequential deletion algorithm, i. e., an algorithm which makes a single processor p delete a single element a from a 2-3-tree T. Consider the following algorithm:
1. Using the standard search algorithm, find the path n(à) = (p u ..., p t ) from the root of T to a. Delete the whole path n(a) and all edges adjacent to We now parallelize and pipeline this algorithm in order to delete simultaneously éléments a u • • -, &k from a 2-3-tree T;
1. Run the search algorithm for a u . -, flfc and mark the paths 7t(ai), ..., n(a k ). As we do not require the éléments a, to be stored in the tree T, these paths are not necessarily distinct. These paths eut T into fc +1 pièces. The notion of left and right forests defined below sùggests a further refinement of these fc +1 pièces into 2 k pièces. Finally, observe that the phases can be pipelined, Le., for ail;, phase j-h 1 can be started a constant number of steps after phase j.
STORAGE ALLOCATION
Nodes of a 2-3-tree with n leaves are stored in the first say N rows of some two-dimensional array A. During the insertion algorithm, each processor P t may create n^log n new nodes. Therefore, for each processor P t log n consécutive rows of some other array B are reserved, where the new nodes are created. For each i îet JV*= ]T n,. After the insertion algorithm, the numbers Ni are computed in parallel and for all i processor P t copies the nodes that it created into rows N+N i+ly ..., N+Ni + rii of A.
During part 2 of the deletion algorithm, each processor P t may cancel m,^log n nodes, i. e., rows in A. Each processor P t stores the numbers of these rows in its private memory in the array B. After part 2 of the deletion 
